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SOLITARY MODEL OF THE CHARGE PARTICLE TRANSPORT
IN COLLISIONLESS PLASMA

L.V. Simonchik, F.M. Truhachev
Institute of Molecular and Atomic Physics NASB, Minsk, Belarus,

e-mail: truhachev@imaph.bas-net.by
The one-dimensional MHD solitary model of charged particle transport in plasma is developed. It is shown that self-

consistent electric field of ion-acoustic solitons can displace charged particles in space, which can be a reason of local
electric current generation. The displacement amount is order of a few Debye lengths. It is shown that the current asso-
ciated with soliton cascade has pulsating nature with DC component. Methods of built theory verification in dusty
plasma are proposed.
PACS: 52.35.Sb

1. INTRODUCTION
There have been numerous observations of small-scale

solitary structures in space plasma by Cluster [1], Polar
[2], Fast [3] and other spacecrafts. Often such structures
are associated with ion and electron beams. Some works
reported about two magnetosphere regions - inward cur-
rent region and outward current region with high popula-
tion by solitary potential structures [2]. At the same time,
in [1] it was pointed on insufficient temporal instrument
resolution for experimental study of charge particle
beams, associated with solitons. The aim of this study is
to show, that solitons can be current carriers themselves.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL
Let’s consider the 1D MHD model of nonmagnetized

collisionless plasma with two populations of charged par-
ticles: hot electrons and cold ions [4].

In absence of dissipation cold ions can be described
by the MHD equation system
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where mi, ni, υi, ei, - mass, density, velocity, and charge of
the ions. Electric field is supposed to be electrostatic:
ε =- ϕ x.

Transforming to the stationary wave frame so that all
variables depend on the single independent variable
s=x-V⋅ t, where V – the soliton velocity, and taking into
account that x= s, t=-V× s, we get from (2)
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where n0i is an initial ion density. Now we can transform
(1) as follows:
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where Ni=ni/n0i  is normalized ion density.
Let’s introduce dimensionless potential - ei Te /ϕ=Φ

and Mach number – Mi=V/Cs, where Cs=(Te/mi)1/2 – ion-
acoustic (IA) velocity [4], Te – electron temperature. Now
we can rewrite (5) as
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Equation (6) has next solution:
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which is valid if
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Cs is far less than thermal electron velocity. Therefore,
it is possible to consider electron density to be approxi-
mated by Boltzmann distributions
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To close the system we use Poisson's equation:
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or in dimensionless form
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where S=s/λD, λD=(ε0Te/e2n0)1/2 – Debye length.
Dependence (S), as solution of equation (11) can be

fined either numerically or in small amplitude approach.
In the last case we can write
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Here 0=-A2/A3 is  soliton amplitude,  with
A2=1/2(1-1/Mi

2), A3=1/2(1/3-1/Mi
3) [5].

Dependence of IA soliton amplitude on Mi is repre-
sented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Dependence of IA soliton amplitude on Mi;
 1 – numerical result, 2 – small amplitude approach

Let’s introduce soliton width ∆ as width of area with
| |> 0|/ . We can find ∆/2 by solving (12), if assume
that the left part is equal 0/

( )e/11arctanh/2 2 −⋅= A .   (13)
For numerical calculation can be used the expression
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here ( )25.0)( dS/dU −=  - Sagdeev's pseudopotential
(U( ) can be obtained analytically according to [5]). De-
pendence of  width on Mi is represented in Fig. 2. It is
evident, that the amplitude increase leads to a decrease of
width ∆.

Fig. 2. Dependence of soliton width ∆ on Mi;
1 – numerical result, 2 – small amplitude approach

3. MAIN RESULTS
Thermal velocity of ions is far less than IA velocity.

Under effect of electric field inside of soliton the ions will
get an ordered velocity. Using (2) and velocity summation
rule υ'i = υi – V this velocity can be determined as

i
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Here υ'i is velocity of selected substance sample in
moving co-ordinates. Using (2), velocity in fixed co-
ordinates can be presented as follows
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Expressions for ion current density are written as
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where ji, j'i – current density relative to fixed and moving
co-ordinates correspondingly.

Normalizing (17) to |ei|n0Cs, we obtain expressions for
normalized current densities as follows

( )1−= iii NMJ ,              (18a)

ii MJ −=' .             (18b)
Fig. 3 shows the dependences of the normalized elec-

tric field potential , dimensionless electric field
E=-d /dS, charged particle densities Ni,  Ne on S and de-
pendence of velocity υi normalized to s on x/λD  for IA
soliton at Mi=1.05.

Solitons have positive polarity according to consid-
ered model (Fig. 3a). As seen in Fig. 3b, the charged par-
ticle densities (both electrons and ions) are higher in soli-
ton field as compared with ones in non-perturbed state.
According to (16) the normalized ion velocity υi s will
be positive and its direction will be coincident with one of
soliton moving (Fig. 3c). It follows that the IA soliton
field of positive polarity produces an ion transfer in the
soliton moving direction only. As result is the ion current
pulse Ji, with direction coinciding with one of υi (Fig. 4).
Thus, IA solitons can be recognized as unidirectional
pulse of ion current (Fig. 4). Electron current can not be
found in such approximation.

Let's enter variables X=x/λD, τ=t⋅ωi where ωi – ion
plasma frequency. Knowing the dependence υi(S),  where
S=(x-V⋅ t)/λD=X-Mi⋅τ, the amount of ion transfer by soli-
ton field can be written as follows

∫=− ττυ dXiXX ),(0 ,         (19)
where X0 – initial position of physically small volume
occupied by ions. Solution of (19) is presented by curve
in Fig. 5. As seen, ions are displaced on a few λD from its
initial positions in the direction of soliton moving. This
result is agreed with dependence υi(x) (Fig. 3 ). In fact, υi
is positive only. This corresponds to the ion displacement
in the positive direction. Let's note that the ion velocity
before and after interaction is equal zero (Fig. 3 .).

Obtained result can be verified in kinetics approxima-
tion at solution of motion equation of selected ion in soli-
ton electric field mid2x/dt2=eiε(x,t), where ε(x,t)=-dϕ/dx –
soliton electric field.

Motion equation can be written in dimensionless form:
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(X,τ) can be obtained at substitution of S=X-Miτ in
(12). The solution (20) at X=0|τ=0 is the same one repre-
sented in Fig. 5.

4. DISCUSSIONS
Analysis of developed model allows to conclude that

the IA solitons produce the spatial transfer of ions. At that
appeared currents are pulse-like (Fig. 4).

Soliton-like structures in space plasma are often regis-
tered in form of long cascades which have tens of the soli-
tons moving in series [1, 2]. An ion current should have a
direct (DC) component in this case.  Fig. 6 represents
modeling results of a cascade of IA solitons correspond-
ing to numerical solution (11).

 Average current value Ji for described case is

026.01 max

0max

=⋅= ∫
τ

τ
dtJJ ii

, where τmax=710. For compari-

son, according to normalization assumed in (18a) the
same current corresponds to ion beam with concentration
nbeam=0.026⋅ n0i, moving with near acoustic velocity
υbeam≈ s.

Solitons can be amplified at presence of charged parti-
cle beams [6]. So, developed model creates new mecha-
nism of plasma current transformation, namely, direct
current of beam can transform into the pulse current of
solitons excited by initial beams.

Time resolution of experimental apparatus for regis-
tration of mentioned process should be order of magni-
tude of ωi

-1, since it can be shown that the ion current
pulse duration is tens of ωi

-1. It is possible to test experi-
mentally the resume of considered model in dusty plasma.
Dusty-acoustic soliton properties arising in the three-
component dusty plasma are analyzed in [7]. Plasma fre-
quency and acoustic velocity, corresponding to a heavy
dust component are less on many orders of magnitude
than mentioned values for ion plasma component. At the
same time their spatial scales are commensurable quanti-
ties. Therefore, experimental registration of temporal pa-
rameters of dust acoustic solitons can be easy realized at
lab conditions.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of normalized ion current on x/λD  for
three time  points τ=t⋅ωi

Fig. 5. Solution of (19) for Mi=1.05, at X=0|τ=0

Fig. 6. Dependence of current Ji of IA soliton sequence on
τ according to (18a). Dashed curve corresponds to aver-

age value of normalized current iJ

In conclusion, we underline the fundamental amount
of this work – new property of solitons is found conclud-
ing in transfer of charged particles. It can be important for
understanding of nonlinear plasma dynamics.

The work was fulfilled at partial support of  BRFFI-
FFI grant (F06R-031, 02-02-600 Bel 2006_a) and INTAS
No – 03 – 51- 4872.
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Fig. 3. Characteristics of IA soliton for Mi=1.05: (a) – normalized potential  and electric field E; (b) –ion and
electron densities;( ) –  normalized ion velocity υi s  for three time points τ=t⋅ωi (ωi – ion plasma frequency)


